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James Madison University is official today
Price 'essentially inexpensive'

Discussion, speculation, then . • .
By TAMI RICHARDSON
First there was discussion, speculation and
polling, and a large majority agreed it was a
good idea. Later, the Board of Visitors,
Virginia
General
Assembly-both
unanimously and Governor Mills Godwin
found the idea to be a sound one.
The rest is easy: a few splashes of paint,
some new name plates, mountains of new
stationery and a memo from President Ronald
Carrier to all departments asking that henceforth everyone refer to this institution as
either James Madison University, JMU or
simply the University.
Welcome students, faculty, adminstrators
and friends to James Madison University!
JMU is now Virginia's fifth largest
university, and this new status should make
41,200 faculty, staff, students and alumni
happy, according to a statement made early in
theyear by Carrier.
The only universities in Virginia larger than
Madison are the University of Virginia,
Virginia Tech, Virginia Commonwealth
University, and Old Dominion University.
The process of renaming Madison began
last year when Carrier asked the Board of
Visitors and the Alumni Association to consider the possibility of becoming a university.
Opinions have been overwhelmingly in
support of the change since it was first
proposed. In a poll conducted by the Public
Affairs Office early last fall, 87 per cent of the
students, faculty, staff and alumni responding
were in favor of a name change.
The name, James Madison University
received the most votes by a 3-1 margin of
those favoring a change. The next most
popular choice was simply Madison University.
This poll was presented to the Board of
Visitors at their Oct. 22 meeting and they voted
unanimously to request the Virginia General
Assembly to change the name.
Identical bills which were introduced in the
state Senate by Sen. Nathan Miller of
Rockingham County, and the House by Del.
Bonnie Paul of Harrisonburg said wherever
(Continued on Page 10)

By JUDY STOWT:
What will it cost? According to Dr. Ray
Sonner, vice president for public affairs,
Madison's metamorphosis from a college to a
university will be an essentially inexpensive
process.
The majbr alterations will involve four
large signs which border the outskirts of
campus, according to Sonner.
"We are fortunate that the state is widening
Main Street, because the cost of replacing the
bluestone gate on Main Street and the gate
next to the hospital will be included in the
relocation costs," he said.
New "university" plates are being made to
go over the "college" plates on the gate along
Port Republic Road, and the sign on 1-81 is
being repainted at the campus sign shop, he
said.
"Only a few other small signs such as the
one in front of the Health Center will require
replacement," he added.
Concerning the ordering of new stationery,
Sonner said most offices re-order yearly
anyway. Any leftover "Madison College"
stationery wilj not be discarded, but rather
used for on-campus, inter-departmental or
inter-office communication.
Also, there will be no change in uniforms for
athletic teams until there is a need for new
ones, Sonner said. "Many uniforms have the
Dukes' insignia anyway, he added.
The change in name wilf not affect the
salaries of either the faculty or the classified
workers on campus, Sonner said.
Faculty salaries are determined* by the
budget office in Richmond, Sonner said, and
are based on an established "peer-grouping"
average. Classified workers' salaries are also
set by the state, he said, and apply to colleges
and universities alike.
<
The book store is the one place where the
change will be most evident, Sonner said.
"The book store personnel have been coordinating the change for over a year now," he
said, adding, "What's left of the old materials
will be carried over, but only 'university'
materials have been ordered recently."
(Continued on Page lit)
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Vacation College—'the remedial alternative'
•annual oasis in the Desert of the Working Year'
By TOM DULAN
Picture this. You're finally
on that long-awaited vacation,
that annual oasis In the Desert
of the Working Year. It's time
to relax and enjoy the lighter
side of what life has to offer.
So, here you are at your
vacation paradise, and you've
just completed your 39th lap
around a six-square-block
area, with one eye looking for
a parking space, the other on
the gas guage. You've emblazened forever on your
memory
every
bumper
sticker on every parked car
along the way.
Finally
locating
an
available space, you park the
car and stand in line for one
hour and 40 minutes, arriving
at the park or museum entrance twenty minutes before
closing time.
Tired and
disgusted, you opt to sleep the
next day away in your $26-anight motel room.
If this is all too painfully
real,
James
Madison
University may have found
the remedial alternative. It's
called Vacation College, a
combined educational and
entertainment
endeavor,
provided in a relaxed atmosphere at
a
very
reasonable cost.
Sponsored by the Office of
Alumni Services, the oneweek program this year drew
about 60 people, mostly

alumni, according to Alumni
Services Director Charles
Scott.
The Vacation College, in its
second year of existence, was
held June 19-25, and featured a
weekfull of group activities
with options.
Many adult vacationers
chose to participate in the
five-day tennis camp, which
included instruction and freeplay, with singles and doubles
tournaments. Players were
also video-taped as part of
their instruction.
There also was a variety of
sports camps for the children,
such as basketball and
swimming, a gyymnastics
school, and an activities play
school for the little people,
aged three to sue.
Other adults forsook the
tennis in favor of a five-day
course
exploring
the
Shenandoah Valley.- Each
day, a different aspect of the
Valley's character was observed, and each class included a field trip.
Monday's
topic
was
"Shenandoah Valley
Folklore," taught be John
Stewart, who co-authored the
book, "Pennsylvania Germans in the Shenandoah
Valley." A planetarium show
was offered in the evening.
Tuesday's study was of the
"Architecture
ol
the
Shenandoah Valley," Wed-

nesday's topic was "Furniture
of the Slienandoah Valley,"
Thursday's was of flora in the
Valley, and the week ended
with the "History of the
Shenandoah Valley."
Thursday's all-day field
trip included a chair-lift ride
up Massanutten Mountain,
followed ^ an ascent, on foot,
to within a marked half-mile
of the peak.
All along the way, Norlyn
Bodkin, assistant professor of
biology at' JMU, pointed out
and discussed various types of
flora, briefly explained the
evolution of landscapes, plant
succession, and international
nomenclature.
International nomenclature, if or those nonbotanists ajmong us, is to the
English lajnguage as Aralia
nudicaulis! is to the wild
sarsasparifja.
Bodkin : explained that
Virginia is a "great area for
botanists because we are at
the southern-most limit of
some northern plants, and the
northern-mpst limit of some
southern plants "
Nearly all seemed to have a
genuine interest in what
Bodkin had to say, and those
who understood the lingo
delighted in active participation in identifying a new
plant every few feet up the
mountain.
. .Those who may not have

understood most of it seemed,
at least, to have learned how
to distinguish huckleberries
from blueberries. In fact, the
hubkleberry population on
Massanutten Mountain may
have been saved only by a
growing interest in lunch
time.
From Massanutten the
group was bussed to Swift Run
Gap, and from there to
Skyline Drive. At Swift Run
Gap, the non-botanists found
something else to capture
their attention-wild
strawberries and blackberries.

Stopping at various points
along Skyline Drive, the group
finally arrived at Big
Meadows for a strolling
lecture through the meadow, a
film in the'visitor's center and
dinner at the lodge.
A great number of the
people on the trip were from
the Harrisonburg area, but
many were from other parts
of the state, North Caroline,
Tennessee and as far away as
New York and New Jersey.
They ranged in age from 25
-77-a very sprightly 77. Many
were all but amazing with
(Continued on Page 10)

Discount theatre tickets
to be sold to students
\
The first 25 students who make reservations for The Dinner
Theatre's Friday and Saturday night performances of "A
Thurber Carnival" will receive discount tickets for $3.
This policy will continue throughout the summer, including
The Dinner Theatre's second production. "The Fantasticks."
The regular price for tickets is $7, or $5 for students with dining
hall contracts.
The discount was an idea of President Ronald Carrier, and the
school is paying the price difference, according to Dr. Thomas
Arthur of the communication arts department.
Reservations may be made any time before the performances
by calling Betty Hinkle at 6446, but students must come to pick up
the tickets.
The same group that is putting on The Dinner Theatre
productions is starting a variety show this Sunday which will
continue every Sunday this summer.
The show starts at 8 p.m. and lasts for 80-90 minutes. Tickets
are $2. Beer will be served, along with pretzels and other snacks.
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JMU—the name
is only the start
In 1938, State Teachers' College at Harrisonburg was renamed
Madison College.
Today. Madison College became James Madison University.
In 1938. The Breeze made little fanfare over the name change.
In one issue of the paper it was State Teachers' College, in the
next it was Madison College.
We shall not be so low-key.
Last September, we supported the name change. We still do.
However, we believe the change should be more than in name
only. More than replacing signs and repainting school vehicles.
The change should be one of attitude, one of direction, one of
spirit.
James Madison University should be a great school in its time.
Its time should be now.
JMU should be a school with honor, and honorable students.
We heartily support the efforts under way to strengthen the
honor code, and will take a stand supporting a strong and fair
honor code.
Yet we believe openness is the key to such a system.
The university should be a learning experience, with an emphasis on learning.
There are many much-hailed and long-awaited programs ,
which still need to be added, and many additions and improvements to facilities which need to be made.
We will strongly support the November bond issue which will
determine the fate of the proposed education building.
We also advocate the establishment of the Schools of Communication and Allied Health.
Furthermore, we eagerly anticipate the additions to the
library and Warren Campus Center.
James Madison University should be a school with room to
breathe, both academically and physically.
It should be an institution which is able to accept all qualified
applicants, both student and faculty.
This institution has acquired a great popularity, and has to
reject thousands of applicants for admission each year.
This is inevitable, yet unfortunate, for the whole can only be
diminished by those qualified persons it cannot include.
JMU has a long way to go before it actually becomes a
university--the name change is only the start.
We acknowledge that new programs and facilities take time
and money, yet we believe that this is where the emphasis should
be placed at this new university.
We do not condemn the emphasis this school places on
athletics-we realize that sports are where an institution gets its
name these days.
We only seek a happy medium, so that the non-athletic student
can also prosper at James Madison University.
It may or may not be coincidence that this week, as well as
becoming a university, this school was granted permanent
Division I status by the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
Also, it may or may not be coincidence that this week, the
public affairs office was cited by a national organization for its
public relations campaign concerning the name change.
This newly-created university took great strides as a college.
Since 1970, it has more than tripled its enrollment, and added
many new facilities.
Many more are still needed.
We do not expect miracles, and we can be patient when
patience is called for.
However, we will not remain silent when comment is called
for.

"... freedom ol the press it one oi the great bulwarks of liberty,
and can never be restrained but by detpotick governments."
James Madison
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The ghost of Mr. Madison
»

••••••••*l*By Dwayne Yancey*

•■••••

Beltway, or 1-66 and decided to remain silent.
The twigs and leaves on the forest floor
"And what about the Byrds? Are they still
snapped with sounds only the birds and
animals could hear. The creatures peered
around these days?"
"Yes," sighed Tom. "Sometimes I get the
cautiously through the trees to sec what
feeling Virginians have not quite given up the
unknown visitor might be approaching.
doctrine of the divine right of kings."
Through the brush rode two ghosts on
"And whatever became of that rabble
shadowy horses. They stopped at a small
rousing firebrand Henry?"
clearing and for a moment looked down off the
"He's off running for Governor again."
Blue Ridge Mountains into the great sunlit
"What?"
valley below.
"Oh, you mean Patrick Henry," laughed
The taller rider, who might have been a fair
Tom. "You have not paid much attention to
red-haired man during his lifetime, was first to
what has been going on in the country have
speak. "This, Jeemy. is where I must turn
you?"
back. You should not have a long journey
"No," confessed Jeemy, "I used to take an
from here."
interest even after we all passed on, but after
The shorter one continued to gaze at the
they ruined my Constitution by amending it to
valley. "Is that it sparkling over there? It
allow for income tax, prohibition, and woman's
looks like a very large city."
suffrage, I just did not have the heart to watch
The other rider laughed, "You should get
any more. I have spent most of my time since
out more often. That is but a small town
then on my plantation in Orange County catcompared to others this country has now. You
ching up on some reading."
should see Philadelphia now-you would not
"Speaking of women, where is Dolly?"
recognize it."
Jeemy's gaze was fixed at the shining city in
asked Tom.
the distance. Presently he turned and spoke.
"I am most indebted to you, Tom. I would
have had no idea any of this was going on if you
had not sent me a dispatch. Oh, I had heard
something about a college named Madison
years ago but I did not think anything abou/iT^
I thought it was named after a city ouiVm one
of those western states. I did not realize they
were naming it after me."
"A common mistake, I'm sure," said Tom.
"No doubt that was one of the reasons prompting the Assembly to give it a more proper
name."
"I do wish I had known before. I would have
liked to have visited it earlier but I suppose it
will be just as appropriate to arrive when they
give it the new name.
James Madison
University! How about that Tom? I finally got
one on you-you do not have your university
named after you."
"She's back home. I just looked her straight
"You always were trying to outdo me,
in the--, well, anyway I told her that women
weren't you Jeemy?, I write a Declaration of
have no place at a university, that their place
Independence and you go out and practically
was in the home."
write the whole Constitution. I got elected
Tom smiled. "Then it is a good thing you did
President and you followed right after me.
not visit your school in 1938 when they first
You even started a bigger war than I did-I just
named it after you. You also should hope that
fooled around with some pirates on the shores
HEW does not win its suit."
of Tripoli, you went out in 1812 and stirred up
"What do you mean?"
the British all over again!"
"Oh, nothing in particular. You will see
"Now you know I did not stir up the British.
when you get there."
They were the ones who--," protested Jeemy
"Is there any advice you can give me, Tom,
until he saw that Tom was only jesting. "So
on how to be a good guiding spirit for my
what has the old gang been doing? I have not
university? You have been watching over
heard much out of them."
yours for some time now. What are the
"As I understand, John Hancock has lent his
students like these days? Have they changed
name and spirit to an insurance company, Ben
much over the years?"
Franklin is haunting a chain of stores, and
"In some ways, Jeemy. For example, the
George Mason has his own university in
first year at my university they got somewhat
Northern Virginia."
agitated and horsewhipped the chairman of the
"That wilderness? Who in the world would
faculty and shot his successor."
want to put a university there? There is
"Merciful heavens!" cried Jeemy.
nothing there but trees and swamps!"
"But do not worry about that. Students
Tom started to explain but then realized
these davs are much too busy to pay any atthat his friend knew nothing of Metro, the
(Continued on Page 5)
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Virginia becoming 'mare like rest of nation'
By DWAYNE VANCEY
Editor's note: This is the first part of an interview
with John Wessells. press secretary, speechwriter.
and aide to Governor Mills E. Godwijr.
Q. Has the Governor's job changed any between
Governor Godwin's first term (1966-1970) and his
second (1974-present)?
A. I don't think that his job has changed a great
deal but the circumstances under which.he operates
have changed a great deal.
In 1966 it was very evident that Virginia was
falling behind other states in the whole spectrum of
(nine 31 ion
It was also evident that these were times of
relative prosperity. In fact, we had been enjoying the
longest stretch of prosperity in the country during the
50's and 60's that we'd ever had. particularly so in the
. South because we've had such a resurgence in this
' whole area.
The South had suddenly come alive after World
War II. industries began moving in, people began
moving in, and the economy of Virginia and most of
the rest of the South have picked up tremendously
relative to the rest of the nation.
So that the circumstances are much different, the
public mood is much different. In response to this
economic surge, the people were interested in
upgrading public services, particularly education, so
he was able then to get through a sales tax which was
the first major new tax in Virginia' s history.
He issued the first general obligation bond since
the Civil War. and to reflect a tremendous surge of
progress across the spectrum of Virginia, particularly in education-this was the advent of the
community college system, a new impetus for
graduate schools, new college buildings all over the
place.
In that same term we had liquor by the drink come
in as a result of changing attitudes of the people.
This time, of course, you have an entirely different
situation. His administration began with the energy
crisis. That was followed by an economic recession
which made people much more conscious of their tax
dollars.
The atmosphere for tax increases was entirely
different. The people's feeling today is that government is already too big and that we're spending
enough money on education as it is, so that again the
circumstances of the first and second administration
are radically different.
The job he has of course is essentially the same
because he still has the same responsibilities.
Whereas in the first term his emphasis was to increase taxation and increase public services, in this
administration he has been faced with a potential
deficit. His job has been to balance the state budget
by reducing expenditures rather than expanding
them.
Q. How does the future look in regard to the bond
issue this fall and additional monies, particularly for
higher education?
A. I think it would be fair to say that this time the
legislature judged the public mood to be not in favor
of a tax increase and at the same time they were
facing a backlog of two or three hundred million
dollars in construction projects in colleges and
mental hospitals and other institutions across
Virginia.

The route they took was-io propose a bond issue of
$125 million which the Governor endorsed after
whittling it down from some $350 million. He feels
that if the people really understand what is at stake
here the bond issue will pass. Of course, the bulk of it
goes for higher education.
As far as new revenues are concerned, it's kind of
early to tell yet because we're only in early June of
this year and the new budget period won't begin until
July 1 of next year, but obviously the increase in
revenues is not going to be what it was in the 60's.
What the future holds we really don't know at this
point.
We're now making up the state budget with the
expectation of holding increases down as far as we
can. Of course state government, like everything
else, suffers from inflation.
About 70 per cent of the tax dollar that's spent for
state agencies goes for salaries, wages, and benefits
so that the cost of living increases for state agencies
just as much as it does for your home and mine.

4

. . keep
the budget
balanced . . .'

The expectation is that we're going to hold expenditures to what the cost of living would indicate,
maybe a little bit of expansion here and there,
wherever it's vitally needed, but without additional
taxes the revenue picture is not going to be as flush as
it was back in the 60's by any means.
Q. What would you say has been the greatest
challenge which has faced Virginia from the time of
Governor Godwin's first term and now? And also,
along with that, what will be it's greatest challenge in
the coming years? «
A. I don't know that you could pick out one specific
thing.
I think the challenge of the 60's was to convince the
people that public services had to be expanded to
keep pace not only with the rising economy but also
with other states, particularly Southern states, which
were surging ahead.
The biggest challenge of this administration has
been to keep the budget balanced without seriously
crippling state services.
there are a number of minor challenges, but I
think these are the major ones from the Governor's
standpoint.
The future-Again I don't think there are going to
be any challenges of the stature and import of, say,
the civil rights challenge of the 50's. Basically we're
going to be facing the same challenge that government always is everywhere and probably in more

I

critical terms. That is to try to find a balance between what you are convinced the public services
ought to be in terms of education levels, mental
health and public health services and what you feel
the public's willingness to pay for them might be and
they are seldom the same. *
Virginia is becoming mucFrmore like the rest of
the nation. Back before the War and right after the
War, Virginia was still pretty much the rural South,
but since the war, you've had a tremendous
migration of surplus farm labor, as a result of
mechanization and scientific agriculture, from the
rural areas into the cities. As this has occurred, you
have had a simultaneous exodus of people from the
cities into the suburbs so that Virginia now is about 66
per cent urban.
That picture, too, has changed somewhat in recent
years. Initially it created a problem the cities are
still wrestling with, because the people who needed
public services were the ones moving in and the
people with the wherewithal to pay for them were the
ones moving out into the suburbs.
And this persisted in just about every Virginia
city, particularly the capital city, which is just about
65 per cent black now, whereas the suburbs are
nearly 100 per cent white. This was a major move
the people from the rural areas moving into the
cities. That's pretty well stabilized in the last couple
years, and the counties which were losing
populalation steadily have now stabilized.
You'll find a fairly substantial increase in
movement from the central urban areas into the
smaller cities and towns. This is where the growth is,
but the population movement has pretty much
stabilized. So you're in a little better position.
The problems of the cities are not escalating as
sharply as they were during those years and the
problems in the rural areas are settling down a little
bit, but you still ha ve the problem of trying to provide
a level of public services that is needed to correspond
with the public welfare and at the same time convince the people that they should pay enough taxes to
maintain that level.
Virginia is still wrestling with a major problem,
and that is what to do about the ability of cities to
expand. You have in Richmond, in Roanoke and
some of the Tidewater cities a very concentrated
urban area surrounded by a rural area.
The problem of annexation is a vexing one. How
can a city which is losing its revenue base reach out
ihtoan area and annex or in some fashion require the
citizens to pay higher taxes, to pick up some of that
financial burden in the city without which they
wouldn't be in the suburbs?
This is a major problem which has not been solved.
The legislature wrestled with it this last time with an
annexation moratorium and so forth but really just
postponed a solution to the problem. It's been around
ever since I've been in this office and it cries for
solution. It has to be solved in the next few years if
the cities are going to survive.
Next week: The federal government's effect on
the role of state government.
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David Allan Coe 'on the edge of great things'
By DWAYNE YANCEY
Oncein a rare while there
emerges from the bars and
clubs of that dark and unseen
part of America a musician
who does not sing songsmere fantasies, only ink on a
page-but who tells a simple
story of his life.
Not some moral crusader
out to change the world, or
even a little piece of it, but
someone who breathes his life
into his music. A reflecter on
the places he has been and the
things he has seen with the
judgement left for the listener
to determine.
David Allan Coe is such a
musician.
Country music has always
thrived on black-hatted,

leather-vested "outlaws," but
seldom produces one who is
little more than the image.
David Allan Coe spent 20
years in prison for murder.
When he sings about prisons
and outlaws and the underside
of America he is not simply

is a sentimentalist longing for
the old ways ("I Still Sing the
Old Songs") but also a rebel
for the new ("'Rock and Roll
Holiday").
His music is
labeled country but, more
often that not, his albums will
be found in the rock section of

'a visionary from the
underside of America
singing a song, he is speaking
from experience.
Coe refuses to fit into a
mold. He is a traditionalist
("Family Reunion")but also
a
non-conformist
("Longhaired Redneck"). He

record stores.
He has been called "the
Bob Dylan of country music"
although that may be too
pretentious.
A Bruce
Springsteen equivalent,
perhaps.

The ghost of Mr. Madison
(Continued from Page 3)
tention to their professors."
"Too busy studying you mean?"
"Oh, no, they are busy with much more
important things-like drinking beer," said
Tom. "One thing I would recommend you do is
to see to it that your university has a strong
honor system."
"You mean the students do not have
honor?" asked Jeemy. "What do they do?
Have cockfights? Play with dice? Curse? Not
attend services on Sunday? Certainly none of
them would cheat."
"And you will have to learn to get along with
a great variety of people that you did not have
at universities during our lifetimes," continued Tom. "Like jocks, for instance."
"Jocks? Now horseracing is one thing
which I will not permit at my university."
"No, no, Jeemy, jocks are the athletes."
"But what do athletics have to do with a
university?"
"You see, they award them scholarships to
attend the university."
"But what has athletics to do with being a
scholar?"
"Oh, being a scholar has nothing to do with
it." Tom could tell Jeemy was puzzled. "You
will learn, Jeemy, you will learn."
"I'm sure thata little recreation never hurt
a student but I intend to see that my university
concentrates on important activities-like
debating .societies, and oratory, and literary
clubs, and-"
"Yes, Jeemy," said Tom. somewhat im-

patiently, "and you will have to see to it that
youi university has a good lawyer-several if
you can."
"Lawyers? I did not realize there was a law
school there."
"Oh, there is not, but you will need a lawyer
to keep the university out of trouble with the
government. Something to do with quotas and
discrimination."
"You mean you can get in trouble -these
days for discrimination?"
"That depends on who you are," said Tom.
"Now, take you for instance-white, male,
member of no ethinic groups-why, they have
every right to discriminate against you."
Jeemy scratched his head in bewilderment.
"Another thing I am wondering about, Tomwhere am I going to stay? Even we ghosts
have to stay somewhere. You have Monticello,
but I do not know why they built my school so
far from home. Perhaps I could stay in the
library. I am sure they have plenty of space
there."
"No, no, I would not recommend that,"
cautioned Tom. "I would not worry about
housing too much. I understand there is a nice
place that is going to become vacant before
long-in the center of campus, too."
"That's good to hear," said Jeemy. "I must
be going."
"So long, Jeemy," said the red-haired rider,
turning back to Albemarle County.
"So long, Tom," said Jeemy. And he rode
silently into the valley to his university.
Next week: Mr. Madison meets President
Carrier.

CPB Billboard

Coe prefers to label himself
only as "a back-woods poet
and musical prophet" and
bills himself as "The
Mysterious
Rhinestone
Cowboy."
One photo on his new
album, "Rides Again," shows
him with a rifle standing
astride a Cadillac and a
Lincoln Continental-another
with $100 bills stuffed in his
mouth, pockets, and hands
with the caption "Ex-Convict:
they said it couldn't be done."
David Allan Coe has done
it, though. Released from
prison in 1967 he made several,
recordings on obscure labels
(one release was entitled
"Penitentiary Blues") but did
not receive recognition until
his
"How
High's
the
Watergate, Martha?"
His songs have been
recorded by an array of stars
from Johnny Cash to Leon
Russell.
It was Tanya Tucker's
version of "Would You Lay
With Me (In a Field of
Stone?)" which reached the
top of the country charts, and
another interpretation by
Judy Stone which became
number one on the Australian
pop charts, that was Coe's big
break.
Invited to CBS Records in
Nashville to audition more of
his material, Coe was signed
to a recording contract after
only three songs.
Coe's music makes no overt
statements. The lessons are
hidden deep within his
reflections on where he has
been and where he is.
To him, the old man "with
brown tobacco stains all
down his chin" is one of "the
heroes of this country."
Coe takes the listener to the
courthouse square after his
release. He sees the old men
playing checkers but knows
that there exists an invisible,
immovable barrier between
them.
They fought for
freedom in World War II add,
while they are now content
with their memories, Coe
must now fight his own'
privatf war for freedom.
old man i know what
you've seen
but yours is not the only
dream
i have to believe in
something more than
yesterday

MOVIES
ree wi thID
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9

let it die just like the
past
i
i believe there's hope at
last

old man, did you ever
have to pray?
"Old Man TeD Me"(oe Rabin
He can bare his soul, raw
and burning,! but he can also
create the wdeping softness of
a lost love in "Greener Than
the Grass Wt Laid On."
Coe searches for greatness
in his struggle for freedom but
does not want to be a hero.
"Too many heroes are dead,"
he sings in the vicious and
eerie "Spotlight."
He frequently mentions his
name with other "outlaws"
("Waylon, Willie, and Me")
but he remains aloof and
shuns those who are only
pretenders.
References to his time in
prison are found throughout
his songs, the most poignant
being "Revenge," with its
ominous guitar and wailing
harmonica in the background:
the gates of Hell just
opened
after twenty years the
'warden says I'm free
revenge was all I
wanted
when I killed the man
that took your life that
day
I've had my satisfaction
but the price was more
than love should have to
pay
"Revenge"-CoeSadd
Yet Coe is not confined to
his outlaw strictures. He is an
entertainer with first rate
talents and wide perception.
His four CBS albums ("The
Mysterious
Rhinestone
Cowboy," "Once Upon a
Rhyme,"
"Longhaired
Redneck," and "Rides
Again") have moved him
away from his country
moorings to a style that can
easily cross the border between country and pop.
His writing and music have
been honed to a fine point that
still manages to leave his
jagged edges, his character,
his appeal intact.
With a growing national
reputation, Coe, a Texas
visionary, seems to be on the
edge of great things.

THE
BODY SHOP

Wed 7:30

Happy Birthday
America Sale!
"The Purple Building"
66 E Market Si

open. 10..-.$. daily., open til 9 Fri
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Above, the Shakespeare Tercentenary Pageant (1916). Keezel Hall is the building on the right.
Below, the

library, Keezel, and Wilson Hall as they look today.
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Below, Logan Hall (1951) taken from the spot where Wayland Hall now stands
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Above, Madison College
campus from the air(1951 )
In the distance is
Massanutten Mountain

On the left, the
Astroturf, Gibbons Dining
Hall and Wilson Hall

Middle left, Eagle Hall
under construction.
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Mayer emerges as
NASL's top goalie
ByBOBGRIMESEY
Alan Mayer paced nervously in front of the Las
Vegas Quicksilvers' goal as
most of the soccer action took
place at the opposite end of the
field.
The routine eventually grew
into a ritual of post-touching
as he constantly wandered
from one side of the goal to the
other, tapping each with his
fist, then jogging back to the
center position. Later, during
a five-minute stretch in the
first half, he touched the sideposts 16 times.
Occasionally he shouted
encouragement in a hoarse
voice to his teammates who
struggled to place the ball into
the Washington Diplomat net.
Three minutes into the
game, the Quicksilvers early
offensive punch broke down
and the Diplomats rushed the
ball down the field toward
Mayer.
Brushing his long, stragglyblack hair back, he tugged on
his green shorts and sleeves
and readied himself to spring
at the ball in the kamakazielike fashion that has become
his trademark.
Dribbling to the middle of
the field, the Diplomats' Jim
Redfearn fired a line-shot
from 25 yards out. Although it
was above the cross-bar of the
goal, the shot never had a
chance as the leaping Mayer
left no room for it to enter the
net.
The scene was R.F.K.
Memorial Stadium last
Monday night. The event was
a North American Soccer
League game. The star of the
show was Mayer, a Madison
College graduate and twotime All-America goalie for
the Dukes.

i Always noted for a roving
style of play that constantly
put him in dangerous
situations physically, Mayer
seemed to be an instant
success in anything he attempted to do while at
Madison.
In 1971 and 72 he was named
honorable mention to the
National Soccer Coaches AllAmerica team in addition to
first-team All-State and AllSouth. In both years and 1970
as well, Mayer was named the
Most Valuable Athlete at
Madison by the athletic
department, not only for his
soccer talent, but also for
being the top-seed on the
tennis team and an outstanding intramural participant.
He once considered going
out for basketball, but said he
felt it would be too much to
accomplish.
Soccer was the sport Alan
Mayer was born to play
though and nowhere around
Madison will anyone raise a
dispute.
In his senior year, 1972,
Mayer compiled 11 shutouts as
he led the Dukes to a 13-2-1
season, the Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer
Association championship and
a bid to the NCAA collegedivision playoffs. The Dukes
lost to South Florida in the
first round, 2-1 in overtime.
The following winter, he
signed a contract with the
then-Baltimore Comets and
became an understudy to
Lincoln Phillips, one of the
game's greatest goalies.
From the time he spent
behind Phillips, Mayer said he
leafned to "read the game and
mature into a professional
goaltender." Although he

19th Hole
By BOB GRIMESEY
In the April 29 Breeze, this
sportswriter responded to Madison's
baseball loss to Liberty-Baptist
College with an editorial about the
Dukes' hard luck in athletic contests
at times when victory was needed to
achieve the national spotlight.
The editorial left few unturned
stones concerning the number of
times Madison College athletic
teams lost "the big one" when a win
would have brought honors never
before realized. In the case of the
baseball team's loss to LibertyBaptist, it meant the Dukes were
denied an opportunity to go to the
NCAA Division I playoffs.
As might be expected, the article
was not gratefully accepted by
Madison Director of Intercollegiate
Athletics Dean Ehlers.
After reading the editorial,
Ehlers responded, "You know, four
years ago we were begging
Bridgewater to play us in almost
every sport and now they consider
us too good. I think you-the sportswriter involved- should give a little
more consideration to that when you
want to write something about how
poorly Madison teams are doing."

FORMER
MADISON
ALL-AMERICA
goaltender Alan Mayer clears the Madison
goal of a shot by a Lynchburg College opponent

in 1972. Mayer's style of reckless-abandon
play eventually earned him a starting role on
the Las Vegas Quicksilvers of the NASL.
Photo by Public Information

believes he has "improved in
every aspect of the game since
college," it is this one area
that he feels the real improvement has come.
In his second year at
Baltimore, Mayer moved into
the starting role for the injured Phillips and has held it
ever since as the franchise
moved from Baltimore to San
Diego in 1976 and to Las Vegas
in 1977.
But to only say that a
Madison graduate finally
made a pro-sport would be to
undermine what Mayer has
done.
Not only has the Islip, N.Y.
native "made it," he has
designated himself as the best

in his profession.
With nine games left on the
26-game schedule, Mayer is
the league's top goaltender
with a 0.82 scored-against
average, 119 saves and seven
shutouts.
He is an American standout
in a league where stars are
named Pele, Chenaglia,
Beckenbauer and Eusebio. As
a result the accolades have
begun to flow in to Alan
Mayer.
Following the Washington
game, the goaltender was
swamped by autographseekers and reporters in the
same way as Reggie Jackson,
Billy Kilmer and Julius Erving. However none of the

three could boast handling
thier following with the same
grace as Alan Mayer.
Despite his desire to meet
with a following of about 30
fellow Madison graduates and
alumni, Mayer was patient
with his public and handled all
requests comfortably.
"I've settled down a lot," he
told an exclusive audience of
Madison reporters. "As you
know I was pretty wild back
there at Madison, but that's all
changed now. I got married,
we live in a house and have a
dog and everything."
Mayer spoke of his days at
Madison as being the
"wildest" of his life and many
(Continued on Page 9)

JMU has tradition to carry

Although the response exhibited
the typical conflict that sometimes
arises between athletic director and
student-sportswriter, Ehlers did
make a point worth notingespecially as Madison becomes a
university.
The Madison College athletic
program will be laid to rest on July 1
and from it will be born the athletic
program of James Madison
University. Should the "new-born"
program inherit the same capacity
to grow as its forebear, the future, it
can be argued, will be nothing but
bright.
Ehlers'
comment
about
Bridgewater College's refusal to
compete with Madison in the past
and how the nature of it changed
from snobbery to fear, accurately
describes how the Madison program
progressed during its years as a
"college."
So. for a moment, forget those
times when the Dukes may have lost
"the big one," and consider the
overall picture.
Few institutions can boast an
athletic program that, within eight
years, progressed from an
unorganized conglomeration of

intramurals and clubs for men, to
one of the most respected Division I
sets of intercollegiate sports in the
state.
Since Madison has a long
tradition of fine athletic programs
for women, they are excluded here.
However, it must be noted, with the
advent of athletic grants for women
in basketball, the outlook for the
JMU Duchesses looks equally
bright.
Add to the well-organized staff a
Madison policy of accepting intercollegiate sport as an integral
part of the college community and
success is imminent.
The acceptance of sport at
Madison has brought the advent of
the Astro-turfed Madison Stadium,
as well as Godwin Hall, which
although sometimes attacked for
housing too many activities, easily
rates as one of the finest multipurpose athletic facilities in the
state.
With the theoretical approach
that gave rise to the existing staff
and facilities. Madison CoUege bP?.
proceeded to produce strong teams
in almost every sport.

A skeptic will point out how last
year's wrestling team fared poorly,
but consider that it was only the
fourth year Madison had a team in
the sport and that the Dukes were
competing on the Division I level
without the aid of scholarshipsupported athletes. It might also be
noted that in the years prior to the
move to Division I, the wrestling
team was considered a statepowerhouse among the lowerdivision schools and won the state
title in its second year of existence.
All across the board, Madison
College grew at a phenomenal rate
during its last few years of
existence. But as a college, the time
for another step upward had come in
athletics.
It would have been nice to have
the luxuries of "winning the big
one" in every sport during these
final years as a college, but had it
occured, what would be left for "the
university" to accomplish?
Madison College athletics have
supplied the base for a tradition of
success and growth.
,, James lyjadjsqn University
athletics must now carry that
tradition to greater heights.
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Catalog updating
eases confusion
ICPSI -The decision to attend
"The attitude seems to be.
let's entertain them, not
college has uiwnys been a
complicated question of
worn ;ihmit educating them.
The> iadmissions people) still
where, when and how much.
In an effort to ease the
think they are dealing with
confusion, college admissions
(Hi's students and are not ofofficers are frenetically upfering anything to the older
dating catalogs and brochures
student." complained Ruth
Stultz, a representative from
with the latest financial aid
and employment information.
Prince George Community
College in Portland. Ore.
Nevertheless, a recent sevenThe College Board study
state survey of more than
found
that
low-income
4.900 prospective college
students, in particular, want
sutdents conducted by The
more complete financial aid
College
Board, a nonprofit
date, but that this belief apassociation of over 2,000
peared at all income levels.
schools and school systems,
concludes that still more _Jhe survey-conducted in
detailed information is needed
Ca lif ornia ,
Illinois,
Massachusetts. Michigan,
than is available.
Ohio, Oregon and Virginia by
More than 150 higher
education and student leaders
10 colleges in those states and
the Washington, D.C.-based
met recently in Washington.
National Student Educational
D.C. at a conference coorFund-found that student
dinated by the National Task
interest in almost any kind of
Force on Better Information
information "rose as family
for Student Choice, a
income decreased."
Department of Health,
Some college officials
Education and Welfare
believe that the high cost of
project, and judging from the
college presented outright will
three day session of meetings
scare off perspective students
and round-table discussions,
while others simply lack the
educators are still uncertain
communicative skills.
about what to tell students
about their programs.
One enterprising comA mountain of brochures
munity college in upstate New
distributed at the conference
York prepared a 12 minute
appeared to be designed to
film about the campus, the
deal primarily with the
cost of attending the school
financial aid application
and what the job situation
procedure. Few dealt with the
might
be
like
after
student consumer who wants
graduation.
The
presentation
to know exactly what he or she
was made together with
can expect from courses or
several other stabs at
how to obtain a refund if the
reaching the high school
student feels cheated by
professors or the courses - student going to college.
The
gathering
in
themselves.
Washington, D.C. featured the
A new market of older
very designers of the student
students returning to college
information projects but did
presented a new problem for
not host any high school
the admissions people as their
students who would be likely
needs differ from traditional
to use the material.
students.

GRAND UNION
South Main Street
Dr. Pepper no return bottles 99c
GRAND UNION will gladly accept
student checks, stop by for more info
s

A FAMILIAR FACE waits patienUy for his
master as the summer session classes go into
their third week. Perhaps this pooch is won-

dering why his usual resting place, the quad,
has been the site of so many bulldozers lately...
Photo by Frank Rtthbvn

Auto repair column:

Replacing wiper blades easy
By D. I. THORNTON
Engineering Department
Automotive Division,
Fram Corporation
Replacing windshield
wiper blades is a
snap..
Literally. Often all you will
need is a pair of wiper blade
refills (the rubber parts), but
if the blade frame or wiper
arm is damaged be sure to
include these in the installation. It's inexpensive
safety insurance.
There are two general
types of refills, differing
somewhat in their method of
replacement. One style has a
release button (usually black
or red plastic) 1-3 of the way
up the blade frame. Pushing
the button down releases a
lock and allows the rubber
portion of the blade to slide out
of its frame. The new refill
slides back in the same way
and locks in place.
- The second type unlocks at
the end of the rubber refill,
where you will see two small
metal tabs.
By squeezing
these together the blade is
released and can be slid out of
the frame. The new one is
replaced in the same manner.
Be careful to engage all the
frame tabs as the blade goes
back into place. As the end of

BIRTHDAY SALE! Mon - Sat

its travel is reached the tabs
should click into place,
locking the refill in position.
Check for proper operation,
making sure no part of the
blade holder contacts the
windshield. This is especially
critical if you have metal
blade holders, which can
scratch the glass.
Some types of polycarbonate (non-metallic) refills
are universal, fitting nearly
all types of holders, and you
may be able to save yourself
some inconvenience by getting this type of replacement.

A few tips to remember:
1.
If your windshield
wipers are the type that are
hidden below the cowl in front
of the windshield, bring them
into position for checking or
replacement by turning the
wiper switch on, then hiring
off the ignition when the
blrdes are in a convenient
spot on the glass.
2. Check the condition of
the blade holders before
purchasing wiper blades. If
they feel loose, an indication
of wear, replace them. too.

Mayer leads NASL
(Continued from Page 8)
will attest that he rates as one
of the school's all-time partiers.
But he claims those days are
behind him.
"I've got a beautiful wife
(Madison graduate Kathy
Quinn) ... I make enough
(money) to be comfortable
... so I don't need that crazy
stuff anymore. I'm happy to
be settled down.
The "settling down" has
been just another favorable

asset for the former Duke,
who on Monday night shut out
the Washington Diplomats, 2-0
for his seventh blank of the
season.
The Quicksilvers' brochure
calls him a "real salesman for
the ga me of soccer.''
Maybe he should start
asking James Madison
University for a little commission. He's not doing a bad
job as a representative for the
school either.

CONGRATULATIONS
James
Madison
University
JULY I

we »re

changing

our branch name to
JAAU

Branch

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK
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'Plop, plop,

Discussion, speculation...
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(Continued from Page 2)
the name Madison College appears in the Code
of Virginia, the name be struck and replaced
by James Madison University.
■-> Both bills were passed by each house on
Feb. 21, and according to normal procedure
the change would go into effect on July 1. the
start of the new fiscal year.
The bill was-then signed by Governor Mills
Godwin on March 22. providing the final formality to an already sure thing.
Miller and Paul were not forgotten for their
important contributions to the process and
were presented with the James Madison
Distinguished Service awards on Founders
Day. March 17. There were birthday cakes at
a banquet that evening in honor of the new
name and-new beginning for Madison.
However, not everyone was pleased at the
prospect of the college becoming a university.
Some opponents expressed the fear that
university status would lead to increased
growth beyond what would be best for the
school.
According to Francis Bell Jr.. rector of the
Board of Visitors, the request for a name
change had "no correlation ' to any plans for
growth.
The board, he added, believes
university status will enhance recruitment of
new faculty members, make "more attractive" athletic scheduling possible, and
lead to increases in grant money.
There were also those who didn't think
Madison had some of the characteristics often
thought of as the distinction between a college
and a university, such as doctorate programs,
and professional schools, such as law and
medicine.
Proponents were quick to point out though,
that in Virginia there are no formal rules
distinguishing colleges from universities as
there are in California and Maryland. Madison
meets the criteria set by both these states,
according to the public information office.
Carrier said factors which are considered
are the diversity of educational programs,
level of the athletic program and student
enrollment. By these standards, he, and
others, believe that Madison is more than
worthy of being named a university.
Those in favor of the change also used the
argument that Madison is already larger than
four other universities in Virginia in terms of
enrollment and diversity of academic
programs.
These smaller universities are George
Mason, Richmond, Virginia Union, and
Washington and Lee.

fizz, fizz...'

James Madison University is the fifth name
the school has had since it opened in 1908 as the
State Normal and Industrial School for
Women. It was renamed the State Normal
School for Women at Harrisonburg in 1914 and
became the State Teacher's College at
Harrisonburg in 1924. The name Madison
College has been around since 1938.
It was adopted on the suggestion of the
school's president. Samuel P. Duke, who said it
would be appropriate to honor President
James Madison, and would be a proper name
for a co-ed institution if the school should ever
become one. which did occur about 30 years
later.

'Essentially
inexpensive'
(Continued from Page 2)
The public affairs office also anticipates an
impact from the name change, Sonner said.
"Although we will have the same general
number of students, the same facilities, the
same programs, and above all, the same
mission." he said, "We do expect the
university status to bring changes.
For example, public affairs will issue more
news releases and print more brochures to
attract more attention and become better
known throughout the country, Sonner said.
Sonner believes the name change will help
the university.
"There may be a psychological benefit," he
said. "Faculty members may be more easily
recruited to a university than a college," and
"the university status may attract more
student application."
Many industries also look to hire students
who graduate from an institution with the
special diversity of programs that university
status implies, Sonner said.
Another positive point, he said, is that with
university status our athletic programs will be
able to schedule more games with Division I
schools.
In addition, Sonner believes community
Eride will be increased by having a university
icated in Harrisonburg.
No negative reactions to the name change
are foreseen, Sonner said, adding "No one has
raised any really valid criticism."
"This institution deserves the change," he
said.

9

'The remedial alternative
(Continued from Page 2)
their
vitality,
agility,
knowledge and interest in
what they were learning.
If this is a totally new
concept of a vacation, it
scored a hit with those who
participated.
Clara Belle Acree of
Sharps, Virginia (Madison
Class of '32) had "reservations" at first about riding
the Massanutten chair lift, but
she had a change of heart on
the way up, deciding she
"could ride here all day."
Mr, and Mrs Daniel Mc-

■
■
■
■

Carthy of Haddonfield, N.J.
found the program "very well
organized, very well done."
"We don't have to worry
about accomodations or food,
we just relax," said Mrs.
McCarthy.
"Charlie's
(Scott) been great.
He's
always there when you need
him." she added.
"The course is very
reasonable," another woman
said. "You get a lot for your
money."
There were four vacation
plans offered, the most encompassing being Plan A,
which, for $110, included a

double occupancy room in
Chandler Hall, all meals at
Gibbons Dining Hall, course
tuition and "special picnics
and banquets."
Nobody seemed to have
anything but good things to
say about the Vacation
College, but perhaps the most
meaningful
countenance
came from Mr. McCarthy as
he strolled ponderously
through Big Meadows.
"I'm an engineer," he said,
"and I haven't thought about
my job all week."
Now. that's what a vacation
is all about.

(I'Si-Plop. plop. fizz,
lizz. oh what an enterprise it
is'
American manufacturers
have mobilized their sales and
id\ ertising forces in an all-out
campaign aimed at the
college markcl leading the
troop!- is College Market
licsea rch Corporation
iCMR'. a subsidiary of
I May box Enterprises
CM It. based in Chicago and
New York City, maintains a
college workforce of about :)INI
campus representatives
around the country who earn a
<•(>!nmission in exchange for
conducting surveys and
(Misting advertisements for
such CMH clients as Jockey
International. Two Kingers
Tequila. Alka Seltzer. Dannon
Yogurt. Chrysler-Plymouth,
and others
hounded in l%9 by six
college students in Indianapolis. Ind . ("MR was
sold to Playboy in 1972 for SI A
million Since then the corporation has become the
prime promotional agent for
manufacturers wishing to
reach the 1H to 25-year old
market
CMH hits just completed an
exposition in Daytona Beach,
r la where some MW.00II
students were exposed to
everything from free rock
concerts, to a history of underwear to volleyball tournaments with prizes in excess
Of SI.(Mill

Staged by Jockey In
tcrnational of Wisconsin, the
College Expo 77 gathered 70
manufacturers in what may
In* seen as a direct appeal to
the student consumer
According to surveys
conducted at more than 1H5
schools
east
of
the
Mississippi, students will buy
more underwear, stereo
equipment, liquor, cigarettes,
hcautx products and even
yogurt this year than ever

before

The cast to manufacturers
to participate is minimal,
according to Bruce Kostic. 26year old
East
Coast
representative for CMR.
"Our cost per promotion is
considered
peanuts
by
manufacturers." said Kostic
'They laugh at S10.080 considering the cost of television
and radio air time and
magazine advertising space.
In comparison, we're very,
very inexpensive."
Manufacturers paid SU50
for iMioth space at the Daytona
Beach Expo for four day and
college
students
were

recruited to run the exhibits
Loads of Ireobies included
.lockcx T-shirts and swim
wear and lashion shows
Three
Florida
State
t niversity students were told
\> hen lhe> signed up to work
at the Expo that there would
be opportunities to make
extra cash once they arrived
Kostic cited a changing
lifestyle and peer pressure as
reasons for students being
such an "obviously viable
market "
"The late MII'M saw mainly a
drug culture...everybody was
heavy" but in 197:1 and '74
there was a change ..students
asserted their own selves but
they also wanted to live well
(iirls got back into makeup
and there was an upswing in
(ireek systems (fraternities
and sororitiesi." Kostic said
Apparently CMH has excluded from its campaign a
still significant number of
students who have turned
;ma> from commercialism
and remained within a more
natural.
•non-preservative
environment
"Those are the hardcores." Kostic said, referring
to what he termed the noncommercials "They amount
to less than five per cent of
students and we have to write'
them otf." he added
The latest CMR effort is a
campaign by Alka Seltzer in
which ads are placed in
college newspapers offering
tree samples and $25 winning
certificates good for books or
cash Jockey, meanwhile is.
accoring to its posters, "introducing things you can do
wearing only >our underwear "
Do students have more
money now than they did in
years ago?
"No. not really." Kostic
.-•aid
Nevertheless the college
advertising circuit seems
intent on attracting students
lor life

RAY'S
CONTRACTORS
Interior k Exterior
Painting. Remodeling &
Roofing
Now Booking
Free Estimates

833-8551
After 6 P.M.

^. p^pres en ts^s. />
topjW's

We're Glad You're Here I
Welcome to
Madison
and
Harrisonburg

60 West Water St.
Harrisonburg
Phone: 434-7647

£L
:■

HAVE A GOOD SUMMER!
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CPA review course
A review course for the
certified public accountant
and certified managerial
accountant examinations will
be conducted by
the
management development
center and the department of
accounting and finance at
Madison College August 6 October 29.
The program will be
conducted every Saturday
from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and every
other Sunday from 8 a.m.-12
noon in Chandler. For information call Joseph Hollis,
433-6359

Announcements
Deadline for announcements is 3 p.m.
Tuesday.
All announcements must be
double-spaced
typed,
signed by an officer of
the organization and
hand delivered to The
Breeze office.
All announcements
are subject to editing
and are printed on a
space-available basis.

Listening Ear

World teaching

Need an anonymous
friend? Need someone to talk
with? Need a referral?
Listening Ear, our local
"Hotline" service, has a
direct line to the Madison
campus. Anyone may call, to
talk and be listened to any
evening between 6 p.m. and
midnight. On campus dial
6444, off campus dial 433-6444.
j

Many English-language
oriented schools and colleges
in foreign countries offer
teaching and administrative
opportunities to American
educators. Foreign language
knowledge is seldom required
and some schools do not
require previous teaching
experience or certification.
Graduating seniors are encouraged to apply. If you are
interested, contact: Friends
of World Teaching, 3643 Kite
St., San Diego, Calif. 92103.

Register early

Registration
Registration for new or
currently enrolled students
will be held July 11 in Wilson
Hall from 9-11 a.m. Students
will first need to see their
adviser, then pick up a class
card from the department
before reporting to Wilson
Hall. Registration packets,
for those who need them, will
be prepared in the Records
Office,
Wilson
107;
registration will be in the
auditorium. Fees will be paid
at the Cashier's window.

Currently enrolled summer
school students who wish to
add a second four weeks
course to their summer
schedule may do so any time
before July 11 by following the
regular drop-add procedure.
Students should first see their
adviser for a drop-add form,
secure a class card from the
department in which the
course is to be offered, then
complete the course adjustment procedure through
the Records Office and the
cashier.

Bible courses

Psych courses
The
Department
of
Psychology will offer 7 new
sections of courses in General
Psychology, Human Growth
and
Development.
the
Psychology of Adjustment,
Abnormal Psychology, and
Social Psychology during the
second four week summer
term.
For more information
contact your adviser or the
Department of Psychology
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Eastern Mennonite College
and Seminary will offer two
courses August 3-19 in conjunction with the annual
Massanetta Springs Bible
Conference.
The courses offered will be
"Biblical Faith and Contemporary Ethics," and
"Worship and Preaching in
the Church."
Classes will be held on tne
EMC campus and the
vacation
grounds
of
Massanetta Springs.
Both
courses offer three semester
hours of college or seminary
level credit. They may also be
audited.
For more information call 433-2771, ext.1
137.

Tennis courts

Festival
The Culpeper Jayceettes
will be sponsoring their 2nd
Annual Crafts and Country
Music Festival Oct. 1, from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. in downtown
Culpeper. General admission
will be free.
Civic clubs, organizations,
groups, or individuals who
wish to set up a display or who
need more information
contact Juanita Whitesell at
(703) 825-0277 as soon as
possible.
Craftsmen who wish to
demonstrate or display their
crafts contact Gail Fisher at
(703) 825-0732 or Carol
Mehrling at (703) 825-6336.
A small fee will be charged
for the limited spaces.
Those who wish to share
musical talents with the
community contact John
Triplett at (703) 825-9131.

The tennis courts at JMU
will be open to the general
public on a reservation basis
June 27-August 27.Courts may
be reserved for a 14 hour
period from 3-10 p.m. daily.
The fee for each reservation is
$6 and will be paid at the
beginning of each reservation
period.

The D. R. Hostetter
Museum of Natural History at
Eastern Mennonite College
will be open to the public free
of charge 2-4 p.m. Sundays
during June and Julv.

Reservations may be made
up to 24 hours in advance
except for a Sunday reservation which must be made on
the preceding Friday.
To make a reservation call
433-6461 between 3-5 p.m.,
Monday-Friday.

The M. T. Brackbill
Planetarium adjacent to the
museum will not be open this
summer except by appointment. Special museum
and planetarium showings
may be arranged by calling
433-2771, ext. 246.

1/
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Try BONANZA'S

This
season,
take a
trimming!

$2.19 Ribeye Steak Special
ALL DA Y TVESDA Y

It's no trick to look great aftef an hour
with a blow-dryer and a curlirig iron, but an hour
or two of tennis in blazing summer sun that's the kind of torture that ireally puts a haircut
to the test! Full Tilt can help vj^ith a cut
that suits your summer style, j
This summer, keep a cool hea,d and a pretty one. Even on the! tennis court.

And it comes with your choice of potato, toast
and alt the soup and salad you want.
Because we want you to come back!

HNROJTIEK

829 E. Market St
Harrisonburg

434-101O

107 S MAIN. HlARRISONBURG. VA
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Athletic director
attend* workshop
at U. of Michigan

By Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
CHECKIN6
OUT ALI READY,

YEAH, I DONT
WANT TO BE HERE
WHEN WOODCOCK
ARRIVES! ifS TOO

Dr. L. Leotus Morrison,
director of women's intercollegiate athletics at
James Madison University,
attended an athletic directors
workshop held June 20-24 at
the University of Michigan.
The workshop was sponsored by the National .
Association for Girls and
Women in Sport (NAGWS)
and the Organization of
Athletic Administrators.
One of several speakers at
the workshop, Morrison is
president-elect of the NAGWS.

1

Research group
seeks interested

HONEY, fVE BEEN
RACKING MYBRAIN
1 ALL MORNING FOR A

HIP 7
SIR?

6AUIN6!

ITSAU SUCH/I MISTAKE,
HONEY! I MEAN, I KNOW
THIS COUNTRY! I KNOW THE
PEOPLE, WE POLITICS, THE
CULTVRB, EVEN SOME OF THE

LANGUAGE.1

((

!

OH, NO,
SIR, I'M
NOT..

SUITABLE 6RATUITY
FOR YOU.. \

*

YEAH, YEAH, I
KNOW YOU'RE NOT
ALLOWS) TO ACCEPT
MONEY! SO I FI6URED I'D JUST GIVE
YOU A NECKTIE.

students, faculty

SOMZ

MJ BET, HONEY!

LISTEN TO THIS \
LANGUAGE, MSKTHEWTO
qie?
BRIM ME SOME
I'
^^ MORE EGG
/POLLS!)
0F JHE

SIR, I
REALLY
DONT. ■

HEY, NO SWEAT! ITS
JUST AN OLD ONE I
WAS SICK OF ANYWAY.
LOOKS REAL NICE WITH
YOUR UNISEX UNIFORM,
DONTYOUTH/NK7
\

mSHARPTO
AND YOU
BELIEVE YOU
THINK WOODCOCK WOULD
WERE ONLY
MAKE THE
HEREFORA
YEAR, SIR.
SAME EFFORT?
' NOWAY,
HONEY!

UM..YES.SIR,
OH. WELL
BUT IT'S
HOWABOUT
KINPOF
COUNTER- STRIPES? I
GOTSmPES.\
REVOLU\
TIONARY.
\

(CPS) — Students who
think their college educations
worthless may have the opportunity to use them after all.
The
Public
Scholars
Research Bank, an offshoot of
Ralph Nader's nationwide
Public Interest Research
Groups, is seeking students
and faculty who can help them
study over 100 public interest
proposals which require
further research.
"Students and faculty are
often
searching
for
meaningful topics of study," a
Research Bank spokesman
said. "In contrast, public
interest groups need research
in innumerable areas, but
lack the resources to perform
it. The Research Bank brings
both together."
Those interested in more
information may contact the
Research Bank at P.O. Box
19367. Washington, D.C. 20036.

Cldssifieds
YES,
20NKER?
DAD? YOURUNCLB
DUKEIS
HERE!

UM.. WELL, HE'LL SORRY,
HAVETO WAIT, DAD. SON. I
I'M RJ6HTINTHE ALREADY
MODIBOFATAN
SENT
MAINTENANCE HIM
SESSION.
BACK.

ANYWAY, WENNER AMAZING!AFWONT EVEN RETURN TERALLYUfVe
MYCALLS.SOI BEaiTMUOH,
\6UESSAJ0BAT YOU'D THINK
] "FO.L1N6 STONE" HEV AT LEAST
o 15 OUTJjf^.
LEND A HAND.'

NOPE. HE NEEDS THEM 8MFOR
SOCIAL CUMBIN6. AND YOURS ___
TRULY IS NOT EXACTLY "A" °H>
LIST ANYMORE. BUT WHO %M?
CARES ? I GOT OTHER
"KB
' PLANS! (MM"

For sale
>

FOR SALE: 1967 Plymouth
Fury III—4 almost new, glassbelted radials; air; clean;
well-kept both inside and
outside. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Best offer over
$700. Call 828-6158.
BOOK FAIR - Sat. July 9 (9
a.m.-6 .p.m.); Sun. July 10
(noon-6 p.m.); Green Valley
Auction Barn-Follow signs 2
miles east of exit 61, 1-81, Mt.
Crawford, Va. 75,000 Books
and magazines. Everything
from "Oliver's Story" to John
MacDonald's
"Condominium." From "Illusions"
to Durant's "Story of
Civilization." (All $2 each).
Don't miss it! Call 434-8849 for
more info.

Dogs
VACATIONING?
We will
board your dog. South of
Harrisonburg. Call 234-8244.

Personal
LIZ: Join us, leave your fields
to flower.. .join us, leave your
cheese to sour . . .join us,
come and waste an hour or
two
. . .your cabaret
musketeer.
IDI-'Twas good to see you
again: Dropby sometime, I'm
in need of relief. We have our
own SB. but this one's less
obnoxious. Baba

HI, THERE, WELL, HEY!
NEPHEW! UNCLE DUKE!
LON&Ttm
MAN!

A FANTASTIC BUSI- NOT THE
NESS OPPORTUNITY! TRAINING
SOMETHING I'VE CENTER FOR
BEEN TOYING WITH ATTACK
FOR YEARS!
DOGS?
/
I

Pl
^r£0Nr
Ger Uf>

,

-

NO, NO, BETTER!
REMEMBER THAT
LITTLE MASSAGE
PARLOR I HAD
V MY EYE ON?..

DUKB. YOU'VE
OOMEATAN
AWKWARD
TIME.

THE ONE
ItirTHTHE
BOWLING
LANES?

I
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LIGHT CHILDREN: You
have seen this stranger now
and though my first step out of
exile was a stumble, soon I
shall walk among you as I
once did in another land,
many years and many lines
ago. The Critic.

FRANK: I love you-"you
know who"
PRESIDENT HONOR Rain
will fall in November as it did
in June and a rainbow will
shine. But which end has the
pot of gold? Henry. Chuck,
and Ed.

NANOOK.Time's a'wasting,
I'm tired of pasting, but who
wants to go home to an empty
igloo? Wish the eskimos were
migrating. XOXO, T.

MOM- Your kid goes to a big
U. now, aren't cha proud?
How's sailing these days?
Turkeyburg is getting too hot,
I'll have to drift north one of
these days . . .BAB

BON VOYAGE ELLEN! Tell
Europe I said hello. The
Playwright.

DUKE SAYS The times they
are a changing ....

